THE SYSTEM RAIL by
Discover our System Rail and its three forms:
Clever Rail
Sometimes the available heights for the
construction of the terrace are limited or even
very low, especially in the case of renovation.
The Clever Rail adapts perfectly to this type of
configuration. Whether it is laid on floor tiles,
cement, cobblestones or directly on concrete or
on any hard surface, the Clever Rail brings
precision and security.
The rubber pads integrated in the system prevent impact sounds and guarantee a
free rainwater flow.

Cover Rail
It is the most universal version of the product. The
Cover Rail is used for all the currently implemented
joists for the timber deck construction as well for
the deck on posts. This system corrects rectitude
defects, improves the flatness of the structure and
protects exterior sides of the wood.
Careful: in order to receive the Cover Rail, the
joist’s width should not exceed 61mm; a broader
joist is contraindicated for this use because of the
water retention that it would cause.
Perfect Rail
The best of the best, in terms of comfort of
installation
and
stability
performances,
precision and longevity! The Perfect Rail
eliminates the risk of structure degradation,
even in the most limited configurations with a
lack of ventilation (a ground terrace on the
lawn).
In addition, the spacers between supports are
absolutely amazing: about half as for the
wooden structure. Combined with clip JuAn® advantages (from now on
dismountable), it is just perfect!
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The advantages of the System Rail
The System Rail is a major innovation in the deck construction field. It provides a
solution to unsolvable problems, notably concerning the rectitude of structure
elements and their sustainability in all these conditions. It allows an easy and
comfortable terrace installation as well as an excellent finish quality.
The System Rail is the last evolution and improvement of the clip JuAn®; it has a lot of
advantages:
1) It can be dismantled!
Despite its grip strength exceeding 100 kg per fixation point, the clip is dismountable,
without any damage!
Two keys delivered with every terrace allow to lift up the plank and to re-position the
clip exactly at the same place.
The disassembly of a plank or of a group of planks is particularly important in the
following situation:
-

Current or exceptional clean-up
Recovery of a lost item
Replacement of a damaged plank
Renewal of the planks

2) It is straight
The laying of a terrace is often complicated and slowed because of the wood
straightness problems.
The Aluminum used for the rail is insensitive to elements and its straightness is impressive.
No more twisting and other deformations of structural elements, no more section
variations!
3) It is precise!
The preliminary assembly of clips in the workshop ensures failsafe accuracy and
consequently a perfect plank distribution.
4) It is fast!
It is hard to imagine a system that would be more efficient in time saving than pre’assembled clip:
-

Align the supports
Level up the structure
And clip!
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5) It is easy!
Lay your structure as you usually do, then place the clips. All the forms are possible;
your imagination is your only limitation.
6) It is modular!
Available in long length (3m72) or in palette size (1m15) the sections can be
connected without problem and without limit!
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